WE DELIVER SMILES

Mason's Toy Box
ABOUT US
Mason's Toy Box is an annual toy drive held in remembrance of Mason Clark Thomas who fought a rare childhood cancer (stage IV Neuroblastoma) for over 6 years and lost his battle June 2011.

WHY GIVE?
Because Mason was always thinking of others, even while fighting his battle. He often gave his brand new toys to other patients and told his Mom he lost them. Now WE annually give toys away to Mason's Friends.
Mason's Toy Box lends support to families engaged in pediatric medical life-altering struggle by offering gifts to hospitalized children and relief to families facing overwhelming burdens. We raise awareness of childhood cancer and fund medical research for childhood disease.

University of Virginia Children's Hospital

Bon Secours Saint Mary's Hospital

Virginia Commonwealth University Hospital

Ronald McDonald House

Hospitality House

World Pediatric Project
Mason's Toy Box

Sponsor Levels

- **$5,000**
  - Cure

- **$2,500**
  - Discovery

- **$1,000**
  - Research

- **$500**
  - Family

- **$100**
  - Friend
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PRESS INQUIRIES

Contact:
Kelley Kassay
kkassay@masonstoybox.org
(434) 738-1588